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Abstract – We report a concise post-modification method to convert an
electroneutral

triazole-linked

triazolium-linked analogue,
TL

TL

DNA+.

DNA successfully afforded

solubility.

DNA
TL

(TLDNA)

to

a

positively

charged

A one-step methylation of oligothymine

DNA+ with a dramatic improvement in the

The pentameric oligothymine

TL

DNA+ formed a stable triple helix

with natural oligoadenine DNA as well as a mercury-mediated self-duplex.

One of the most common problems accompanied with non-phosphorus, electroneutral DNA analogues is
the low solubility of the oligomers.

Despite the chemical and biological stability benefitted from the

absence of the negatively charged phosphate linkages, the electroneutral strand of oligonucleotides lacks
electrostatic supports for the solubility.

This solubility issue also arose, when we prepared long

oligomers of triazole-linked DNA (TLDNA).1

Specifically, unique functions of the oligothymine TLDNA

congeners such as electron-transporting materials2 or lure substrates for reverse-transcriptase3 prompted
us to explore further applications with longer oligomers, but the solubility problem became severer as the
oligomers lengthened.

We herein report a concise post-modification method for the preparation of

positively charged variants, i.e., triazolium-linked analogue of DNA (TLDNA+).
of oligothymine

TL

oligothymine

DNA+ formed a triple helix with natural oligoadenine DNA in addition to a

TL

DNA successfully afforded

A one-step methylation

mercury-mediated self-duplex.

TL

DNA+ with an improved solubility, and the pentameric
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We found that
congeners.

TL

DNA can be charged positively via a one-step post-modification of oligothymine

Thus, we first examined dimer 1a with a single triazole unit for the post-modification with

methylation reaction.4

The reaction took place effectively with 1a and iodomethane at reflux

temperature in acetonitrile and, after washing the crude material with chloroform, the corresponding
TL

DNA+ 2a was obtained in 96% yield as an analytically pure material without chromatographic

purification (Scheme 1).

We also found that protective groups for 5'-acetylene or 3'-hydroxyl group are
Tetramer 1b was thus converted to

unnecessary for this methylation protocol.
iodomethane in DMF in 71% yield.5

TL

DNA+ 2b with

The same conditions were also applicable to longer 1c to afford the

corresponding pentamer TLDNA+ 2c in 99% yield.

The post-modification with methylation was concise

enough to be exerted in a large quantity.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of oligonucleotides TLDNA+.
The positively charged congener,
media.

TL

DNA+, showed an improved and excellent solubility in aqueous

As a representative example, the solubilities of pentamers were compared.

aqueous solution of the pentamer (TLDNA 1c or

TL

A saturated

DNA+ 2c) was prepared in SSPE buffer [10 mM

sodium phosphate (pH 7.0), 100 mM sodium chloride and 0.10 mM ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid],6
and the concentration was determined by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm of an appropriately diluted
solution.

We determined the saturated concentration in SSPE buffer as 14.5 µM for the neutral

1c and 11.8 mM for the positively charged

TL

DNA+ 2c.

TL

DNA

The results showed 814-fold improvement in

the water solubility via methylation and demonstrated the effectiveness of the post-modification method
for the preparation of soluble congeners.
Helix formation of

TL

DNA+ with natural complementary DNA was examined to reveal the affinity

improvement of the positively charged variant.

In order to obtain reproducible and reliable data for the

melting point analysis, we optimized several conditions and found that the sigmoid melting curves were
reproducibly obtained with oligoadenine (dA)20 as the complementary strand and hexafluorophosphate
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(PF6–) as the counter anion of TLDNA+ 2c.7
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During this initial screening, a 2:1 stoichiometry of thymine

base (T): adenine base (A) was also indicated for pentamer 2c and (dA)20 (i.e., 8:1 molar ratio of
2c:(dA)20), and we confirmed this optimal ratio by Job plot analysis.

As shown in Figure 1a, the Job plot

at 0 °C showed the minimal change of !%absorbance at 0.7 of the T/(T+A) molar ratio.

The result

showed the 2:1 stoichiometry of T:A for the optimal complexation and suggested the formation of a
triplex with oligothymine 2c and oligoadenine (dA)20.8

The subsequent analysis of melting curve also

confirmed the triplex formation: As can be seen in the representative melting curve for 2c and (dA)20 in
Figure 1b, two-phase transitions in the melting curve were detected.9
melting points (Tm) at 6 °C and 17 °C, respectively.10

The sigmoid curve showed two

Considering the Job plot data, we ascribed the first

transition to the triplex-to-duplex transition and the second transition to the duplex-to-single strand
transition.11

These Tm values are very high for pentameric oligonucleotides, as the Tm of a natural duplex

with (dT)5 can be expected around –33 °C.12

The neutral

TL

DNA 1c did not show the melting curve at

accessible temperatures, indicating that Tm of neutral 1c may be below the freezing point of the solvent.13
We also confirmed the helical arrangement of the three strands with the CD spectrum (Figure 1c).
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Figure 1. Analysis of triplex formation with TLDNA+ 2c. (a) Job plot analysis using %absorbance
differences at 260 nm at 0 °C and T/(T+A) for 2c and (dA)20 (See Supporting Information for details).
Total base concentration was maintained as 36 µM in sodium phosphate buffer (40 mM, pH 7.0). The
minimun point around 0.7 shows the 2:1 stoichiometry of thymine bases and adenine bases for the
optimum complex. (b) A thermal denaturation curve for the triplex between TLDNA+ 2c (5.33 µM; 26.7
µM of T) and (dA)20 (0.667 µM; 13.3 µM of A) in sodium phosphate buffer (40 mM, pH 7.0) with the
heating rate of 0.2 °C/min. (c) A CD spectrum of the triplex of TLDNA+ 2c (5.33 µM; 26.7 µM of T)
and (dA)20 (0.667 µM; 13.3 µM of A) in sodium phosphate buffer (40 mM, pH 7.0) at 0 °C.
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Finally, we examined the mercury-mediated self-duplex formation of TLDNA+ 2c.

We previously found

that two molecules of the neutral oligothymine TLDNA form a duplex with an electron transporting ability
on a solid surface through N-Hg-N bond formation with thymine bases.2

Similarly, upon mixing with

Hg(ClO4)2•nH2O in water/acetonitrile solution, the positively charged oligothymine

the mercury-mediated duplex 3 spontaneously.

TL

DNA+ 2c formed

The duplex 3 was detected as the corresponding

hydrated species by ESI MS spectrum, and the helical arrangement was confirmed by CD spectrum
(Figure 2, S5, S6).2
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Figure 2. (a) A mass spectrum of mercury-mediated duplex 3 obtained by ESI MS measurement. See
Figure S3 for the whole range. (b) A CD spectrum of mercury-mediated duplex 3.

In summary, we developed a post-modification method of
TL

DNA+.

TL

DNA for the positively charged variants,

The method is concise enough to be exerted with various triazole derivatives from the click

chemistry.14

The positive charges of the new DNA analogue successfully improved the water solubility

and, moreover, binding affinity toward negatively charged natural DNA.

The triplex formation with

natural DNA may also lead to the development of new functional congeners.11,15
TL

DNA+ and a chimeric combination of

TL

A mix sequence of

DNA/TLDNA+, for instance, through solid-phase and

convergent synthesis are another interesting substrates for biological or materials applications in future.
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